Ramsbottom United 2 v Kendal Town 2
Tom Fagans injury time strike rescued a point for Kendal Town who drew 2-2 at Ramsbottom United
on Tuesday Night.
And after a competitive first half where both teams were 0-0 at the break, Ramsbottom opened the
scoring midway through the second half when former Kendal Town striker Sefton Gonzalez scored.
However Kendal equalised straight from the restart following a close range finish by Jamie Hodgson,
before Mason Fawns stunning free kick edged the hosts in front.
Morgan Bacon made a number of crucial saves as Kendal stayed in the contest before Tom Fagan
equalised deep into stoppage time after he ran onto the end of a counter attack to score from close
range as Kendal celebrated an important point against one of the promotion favourites.
Ramsbottom made a positive start to the game with Domain Rouses effort on goal cleared by the
Kendal defence while Morgan Bacon made a good save to deny Sefton Gonzales.
And the hosts edged ever closer to scoring with Kendal clearing the ball off the line from Tony
Donaldson’s goal bound strike, while another scramble in the penalty area saw Gonzales denied for
a second time.
Kendal remained defensively solid at the start of the second half, however Ramsbottom edged
infront after Paul Dugdales ball into the area was side footed into the net by Sefton Gonzalez.
However Kendal responded straight from the restart when a Jamie Hodgson scored from a long ball
into the penalty area.
Bacon continued his fine form with a stunning save after denying Gonzales, while the hosts applied
even more pressure with Tony Donaldson’s ball into the area rebounding off the cross bar while
Danny O’Brien blazed the ball over
The pressure eventually told on 75 minutes after Mason Fawns unleashed an unstoppable free kick
which edged the hosts in front.
Morgan Bacon made another good save denying Jake Thompson with his feet before denying
O’Brien on 87 minutes.
And deep into stoppage time a well worked counter attack saw Tom Fagan run through into the
penalty area before he poked the ball past Lloyd Allinson as Kendal celebrated a hard earned point.
Kendal are home to Runcorn Linnets on Saturday before they are due to host Mossley on Tuesday
night however that game could be in doubt after one of Mossleys players tested positive for
coronavirus.
Mossley had already postponed their Tuesday night game and have also called off their Saturday
game.

